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Abstract: COVID-19 outbreak presents the biggest global health crises in last century. Its pandemic spread and influence in everyday social life, economics and health is in central interest of concern for all governments in the world. This pandemic is the worst global disasters since the World Wars and pandemic from 1918, which completely change normal life of people. The combat against Covid-19 is playing a central role in all branches in each country in order to minimize the damage caused by this pandemic. Mathematical modelling of spread of infection and predictions that derived from the models can be used as efficient tool in this combat and can give precise direction to authorities to implement new or balance the already implemented restrictions and measures in order to decrease harmful consequences from epidemic. In this paper we are implementing new modified SEIRS-D model on Republic of North Macedonia epidemic situation, using AnyLogic software. Using this model, we give prediction of spread of disease with or without restriction measures.
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1. Introduction

COVID-19 name derived from Corona (CO), Virus (VI), Disease (D) and year
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2019 (19), because COVID-19 first appeared in 2019 in Wuhan, Hubei Province of China. COVID-19 proved to be a very contagious disease and was declared as a pandemic on March 12th, 2020 by WHO (World Health Organization), when confirmed cases were reported from countries and regions from all over the world. Pandemic presents very infectious disease which is widely spread almost in all countries in the world (see [1]). World pandemic is popularly called the killer of normal life. It leaves a lasting mark on people’s lives. Covid 19 is on scale that people have not seen before. Namely the biggest world crisis in the world in the last tens of years. The number of infected is growing daily and that poses a threat to the further life and survival of certain institutions, mainly development and the economy (see [2],[3], [4]). Like every novel virus, COVID 19 and its infections among people is a of big public health concern, especially in the beginning when there is a little or no knowledge about the characteristics of the virus, its spreading between people, its consequences and treatments (see [5], [6]). Fast progression of disease and the overwhelming number of COVID-19 infection, worldwide, created an emergency situation among the governments and WHO was determined to recommend governments to take drastic measures for slowing down the propagation of the disease and flattening the epidemiology curve down to the lowest treatment capacity of the health system in each country, by pooling the resources and handling the epidemic at all levels. Because of the pandemic, the economy system is dealing with a lot of consequences, the governments had issued regulation with drastic measures for education, business, sports, culture, and people (see [7]). There were created new and special rules such as social distancing for communities and people, avoiding meetings in groups, wearing masks and gloves in public places, and isolation at home Lockdowns and online working from home became “new normal (see [8]). The symptoms caused by the COVID-19 virus usually might have large variations. Consequences from the virus can be different for every human being. Some people can only have mild to moderate respiratory illnesses and some people can develop complications of respiratory system or other organs failure. Based on clinical data, more affected by the virus are elderly group who usually experienced severe symptoms with higher mortality rate compared to younger group of patients. Also, some people can be infected with virus but are asymptomatic carriers. They have no symptoms but are still have some chance to transport the virus to other people. People who once already have recovered from COVID-19 are more likely to be temporary resistant to the virus. But still, in rare cases, there have been clinical reports that shows patients who have recovered from the disease have been tested positive again (see [9], [10]). In order to find additional resources for
fighting the pandemic, researchers use mathematics and statistical modelling as a useful tool in creating forecasts for virus spreading. These modelling can include estimation of the severity of the disease, which can help public health officials and governments to implement special restrictions and protection measures and to prepare adequate medical care and include other resources which are needed to combat the pandemic (see [11]-[15]). Models used by now by researchers for infections spread and epidemic prognosis can be divided in two larger groups: statistical and mechanistic models, (see [16]). Statistical models, which are data-driven based, in order to predict infection outcomes, usually use statistical and machine learning methods. Results obtained from these models can forecast outcomes, such as number of new cases, deaths and can help in dealing with hospital demands and managements. These methods also include auto-regressive time series techniques, Bayesian techniques and deep learning techniques (see [17]-[22]). On the other hand mechanistic group of models are based on theoretical principles on how the disease spreads (see [18], [23]-[35]). These models use mechanistic or algorithmic and procedural methods in order to explain and describe the progression of disease through a population. The most popular and most used models of these group are the SIR based type models, and its variations. In other cases, researchers use hybrid models in which they apply algorithmic models in a combination with machine learning approaches (see [36]). In this paper we use modification version of SIR models, SEIRS-D model, in which not only susceptible, infected and recovered, but also exposed and deaths are included. First, we give mathematical explanation of the model, and then we include case studies from the epidemic of COVID 19 in North Macedonia. We apply this model implementation in AnyLogic, for the prediction of scenario of disease spread in North Macedonia. And at the end we give our conclusion and remarks based on results obtained from this modelling.

2. Modelling COVID-19 using SEIRS-D model

Many infectious diseases in populations can be described by appropriate mathematical models. The mathematical modelling is crucial for understanding of the infectious diseases spread at the individual and population levels. The simplest model for the spread of an infection is the SIR model, which tracks the fraction of a population in each of three groups: susceptible, infectious, and recovered (see [37], [38]). The most epidemiological models descend from the classical SIR model of Kermack and McKendrick model (see [39]). The difference between the classical SIR model and SEIRS model is the period of immunity. In the
SIR model it is assumed that the patients have carried lifelong immunity to a disease upon recovery. In SEIRS model it is assumed that the recovered individuals can return into a susceptible state. The contribution to a susceptible state, ignoring vaccination creates an open epidemic (see [40]). If there is no possibility for returning of the recovered in the susceptible, SEIR model is used (see [41]). In this paper we modify SEIRS model by introducing the Death condition in which are all the individuals who died, as consequence of the infection during the pandemic. The obtained model in this way is denoted by SEIRS-D. In Figure 1 is presented Schematic representation of SEIRS-D model with its parameters.

![Figure 1: Schematic representation of SEIRS-D model.](image)

SEIRS-D model is the most effective model for explaining how an epidemic is spreading. In the SEIR-D model is assumed that the totally population is susceptible at the initial time of pandemic \(-t_0\). In the SEIRS-D model, the total considered population of \(N\) individuals is split in 5 categories: susceptible (\(S\)), exposed (\(E\)), infected (\(I\)), recovered (\(R\)), and death (\(D\)). Thus, at a given time \(t\), \(I(t)\), \(E(t)\), \(S(t)\) are the number of infected people, number of exposed people and the number of susceptible people, that were not infected yet, respectively. \(R(t)\) is the number of recovered people and \(D(t)\) the number of people who have died because of the infection. Therefore, at any time \(t\), \(S(t)+E(t)+I(t)+R(t)+D(t) = N\), where \(N\) is the fixed value of the total number of the population. The SEIRS-D model aim is to explain the variation of \(S(t)\), \(E(t)\), \(I(t)\), \(R(t)\), \(D(t)\) during the time. In the conditions when no vaccine is available the people from different groups move from one group to another with appropriate rate.
SEIRS-D model is represented with following differential equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dS(t)}{dt} &= \xi R(t) - \frac{\beta}{N-D} I(t) S(t), \\
\frac{dE(t)}{dt} &= \frac{\beta}{N-D(t)} I(t) S(t) - \alpha E(t), \\
\frac{dI(t)}{dt} &= \alpha E(t) - \gamma I(t) - \Delta I(t), \\
\frac{dR(t)}{dt} &= \gamma I(t) - \xi R(t), \\
\frac{dD(t)}{dt} &= \Delta I(t).
\end{align*}
\]

The parameter $\beta$ is the transmissions rate, i.e., the rate of the virus spread which represents the probability for disease transmission between a susceptible people and infected people. The parameter $\alpha$ is an incubation rate, i.e., the rate by which the latent patients becoming infectious. Therefore, the incubation time $\tau_{\text{incubation}} = \frac{1}{\alpha}$. While the parameter $\gamma$ is a recovery rate and the recovery time is $\tau_{\text{recovery}} = \frac{1}{\gamma}$. The parameter $\xi$ is the rate by which the recovered people return to the susceptible group due the loss of immunity and $\tau_{\text{immunity}} = \frac{1}{\xi}$. And parameter $\Delta$ is a rate of death.

The differential equations which described the model can be explained as follows:

- At the starting point of the pandemic, the whole population is susceptible to the infection, so all the population belong to the group $S$. If one individual is exposed on the virus, all other people around can become also exposed, so they are moving from the group $S$ in the group $E$ with rate $\beta$. One the other side, if recovered people loss immunity, then with parameter $\xi$ going from group $R$ in the group $S$.
- The number of the exposed people expand when susceptible people get exposed. With a rate $\alpha$, with time of incubation $\tau_{\text{incubation}} = \frac{1}{\alpha}$, the exposed people move from the group $E$ into the group $I$.
- The number of the infected people expand when susceptible people get infected. With a rate $\gamma$, the infected people move from the group $I$ into the group $R$. And with death rate $\Delta$ infected people move from the group $I$ into the group $D$.
- The group $R$ contains the people who recovered after infection. Also, if recovered people loss the immunity, then with parameter $\xi$ move from group $R$ in the group of susceptible $S$.
- The group $D$ contains the death people as consequence from virus infection.

An important epidemiological characteristic is the basic reproduction number $R_0 = \frac{\beta}{\gamma}$. The reproduction number shows the number of health people
who can be infected form one infected person. When no vaccine is available, the isolation of diagnosed infectives and social distancing are the only control measures available. The control action which should be taken by the governments is the key factor which impact of the number of the infected people. The value of the reproduction number shows the pandemic condition. If $R_0 \leq 1$, the pandemic will disappear spontaneously, while with $R_0 > 1$ it will continue spreading.

Scientists use the SIR model for a variety of purposes, most of them nowadays related to the Corona: for modelling the spread of COVID-19 (see [27], [28], [29], [30]) and modelling the epidemic of influenza (see [42]). The modifications of the basic SIR model, like SEIR and SEIRS model is also used in the recent period for modelling and representation of COVID-19 virus in different countries and regions around the world (see [18], [31]-[35]). In many papers there are different analysis about the factors which increases the spread of COVID-10 virus (see [43]). In the next section we used the modified SEIRS-D model to analyse the situation with COVID-19 virus in North Macedonia.

3. Case studies

We are using Republic of North Macedonia to apply the SEIRS-D model in order to show how the model works in the real situation. The Institute of Public Health in North Macedonia does not provide much detailed information for the COVID-19 situation, but with the available data we have modified the SEIRS model with adding the Death Cases. Republic of North Macedonia is a small and developing country at Balkan in which the first confirmed case of COVID-19 virus was reported on 26.02.2020 in women who arrived from Italy, which in that period was in red zone of COVID-19 virus. North Macedonia has around 2 000 000 citizens, but the public health system is not good organized and modernized. At the beginning of the March 2020 the country accepts the situation very serious, so, on the 11th of March 2020, the first restrictions were takeover to stop the transmission of the virus. The schools and other educational institutions were closed, and all the activities were transferred at the internet with online teaching and learning. But, after one month later on 22nd of March 2020 was confirmed the first death case from COVID-19. At the beginning the testing were performed only to the suspicious patients. The government decide to put in quarantine all the passengers who arrived from abroad. In that way, in the first three months of 2020 the ministry of health has control on the situation, because they accomplished the surveys of the
infected patients for the citizens with who they have contacts. But although
these restrictions were taken, because of the bad health system at the end of
May 2020 in the country were registered 133 deaths from COVID-19.

The following Figure 2 shows the simulations of the Infected, Recovered,
Exposed, Susceptible and Death Cases in the first 100 days, from March to May
2020. The graphics are obtained from SEIRS-D model in AnyLogic Simulation
Modelling Software. In this period the Fatality Rate is very high 0.7. The
incubation period is 5 days, and the period of recovery is assumed to be 14
days. In this period the reproduction number $R_0 = 2$, which means that one
infected person with the virus infected two others. Because of that the number
of infected and death cases in this period increases exponentially.

![Figure 2: The initial fitting of the SEIRS-D Model in the first 100
days of COVID-19 virus in Republic of North Macedonia](image)

In order to describe the situation in Republic of North Macedonia in con-
ditions when no control actions are performed from the government, we have
assumed the following values, but taking into account the worst values of the
parameters which appeared in some period in North of Macedonia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population in North of Macedonia</td>
<td>2000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction number</td>
<td>$R_0 = 3.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubation time</td>
<td>$\tau_{incub} = 5.1$ days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The incubation rate</td>
<td>$\alpha = \frac{1}{\tau_{incub}} = 0.196$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatality rate</td>
<td>$\Delta = 0.03$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery period</td>
<td>$\tau_{reco} = 18.8$ days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery rate</td>
<td>$\gamma = \frac{1}{\tau_{reco}} = 0.053$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunity period</td>
<td>$\tau_{immunity} = 90$ days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the beginning the number of infected cases is 1, i.e. \( I(0) = 1 \), and the number of the exposed cases \( E(0) = 20I(0) = 20 \). In the initial moment as susceptible is taken the total population in North of Macedonia. The simulation of the SEIRS-D model for these assumed values are given at Figure 3.

Figure 3: Projection of the SEIRS-D model in 300 days for COVID-19 virus in Republic of North Macedonia, when no control action is taken.

According of this assumed situation, most of the population will be infected and recovered from COVID-19 virus. Also, the number of the death cases is very high because of the high death rate. The infected cases will take the maximum value and after that because of the high rate of recovery, the number of recovered cases will increase enormously. Next, we will describe the situation in Republic of North Macedonia in conditions when the control actions are introduced, according with mitigation and preventive measures that need be taken by the government. We assumed that the reproduction number is decremented from \( R_0 = 3.3 \) to \( R_0 = 0.96 \). Because of that, and transmission rate will be decremented from \( \beta = 0.175 \) to \( \beta = 0.051 \). Also, we assumed that the control action was introduced after 50 days from the first confirmed case.

The simulation of the SEIRS-D model for these assumed values with control action are given at Figure 4.

By comparing Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can conclude that the number of infected cases will be significantly decreased. Additionally, with modelling in Any-Logic we got that the number of total infected cases is reduced from about 1,2 million cases to about 4000 cases. One of the most frequently appointed questions about COVID-19 is whether recovered patients can be reinfected again? In North Macedonia there have been patients who have been recovered from the virus and reinfected again. But the question which is appointed here is whether the patients move from symptomatic cases in asymptomatic cases or again they are infected with the virus. Also, on the other hand, health author-
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Figure 4: Projection of the SEIRS-D model in 300 days for COVID-19 virus in Republic of North Macedonia, with control action

It is thought that the recovered patients developed an immunity for a COVID-19 virus. The immunity period of this infection is still not determined. There is a doubt is the obtained immunity on short-term or on a long term. For these reasons, we executed the case study on North Macedonia in conditions without control action, with assumption that the patients develop temporal immunity \( \tau = 30, 60, 90, 360 \) days. Appropriately, immunity rate will be 0.033, 0.0167, 0.011 and 0.0027 (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Projection of the SEIRS-D model in 300 days for COVID-19 virus in Republic of North Macedonia, when no control action is taken, with difference immunity of a) 30 days, b) 60 days, c) 90 days and d) 360 days.
From Figure 5, we can conclude that number of infected cases will be decreased if the immunity time is increased. For the result shown in Figure 5 d) where the immunity period is 360 days, it could also be used to show the situation where the COVID-19 virus may exhibit similar characteristics as the seasonal flu or the pandemic influenza A (pH1N1) that it is most likely active during certain seasons of the year, e.g., autumn/winter for the seasonal flu and spring/summer for the pH1N1, in which case an annual vaccine administration is necessary (see [44], [45]). Another question that is often appointed is how long period of recovery is. According to some health authorities the recovery time is 14 days, according to others 21 days. In our model, we assume that the recovery time is 18.8 days. To see how the recovery time affects, we executed the case study on North Macedonia without control action, with assumption that the recovery time is 14, 21 and 30 days. The results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Projection of the SEIRS-D model in 300 days for COVID-19 virus in Republic of North Macedonia, when no control action is taken, with difference recovery period a) 14 days, b) 21 days and c) 30 days.

From Figure 6, it can be concluded that the number of infected cases will be decreased if the recovery period is decreased which is usually the case.
4. Conclusion

COVID-19 as a global crisis completely attracts the attention of many researchers in order to help authorities to minimize the fatal consequences from uncontrolled spreading of the disease. Mathematical modelling and simulations for this purpose have proven to be quite useful in many countries. In this paper, a new modified SEIRS-D mathematical model describing the evolution of the COVID-19 is presented, taking into account real situation of this infection in Republic of North Macedonia. According to the results presented, isolation of the infected people can greatly reduce the risk of future COVID-19 spread. The reproductive number, that shows the impact of interaction of infected people to susceptible population can be reduced, by controlling the contact rate. Therefore, control action taken from authorities are crucial for decreasing number of infected and number of deaths. According to results from projections and predictions, another important factor in reduction of spread of virus is immunity period of those who have already been infected. If immunity period is longer the number of new cases, especially fatal cases will be lower. In this manner, vaccination can play crucial role in increasing of immunity period. And other parameter which can help controlling the spread of infections is recovery period. If recovery period is lower, the number of infected and fatal cases will be drastically decreased.

The aim of this paper, making these predictions, is to find a way to help authorities in North Macedonia to adjust the measures of restrictions in order to control reproductive number and most painlessly to win the battle with COVID-19.
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